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Outline

1. Recent progress against global (income) poverty

2. A tougher road ahead?

3. Inequality holds the key

4. The bottom line 

This presentation draws largely on World Bank (2016): Poverty and Shared Prosperity Report: Taking on Inequality 
(Washington, DC: World Bank Group).  I am grateful to the team that prepared that report.



1.  The recent 
progress 
against global 
poverty…
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2.  A tougher road ahead?



2.  A tougher road ahead?



3. Inequality holds the key

Some good news 
here too: After 150 
years on the rise, 
global income 
inequality began 
to fall in the 1990s



Even inequality 
levels within
countries have 
recently been 
falling at least as 
often as they are 
rising





Important caveats:  top incomes are not well captured 
in household surveys 



Important caveats:  absolute inequality typically still 
rises, even as relative inequality declines!



4. The bottom line

• A quarter century of remarkable progress under ‘high globalization’

• A billion people lifted out of extreme poverty

• The explosion in global inequality arrested

• No room for complacency:

• No guarantee that SDG 1.1 will be met by 2030

• Remaining poverty is harder to reach / less responsive

• Recent progress against inequality indicates that it can be reduced…

• Both globally, when integrated markets allow the movement of people and goods

• And nationally, when countries pursue equitable policies



4.   The bottom line

• Income growth among the poor is 
highly correlated with mean growth

1. Get the basics right:
i. Good institutions*

ii. Macroeconomic stability

iii. Openness*

iv. Savings and investment

v. Good “business climate” – regulate the 
right things, not the wrong ones*.

* No single, or easy, recipe. Context matters!



4.   The bottom line

• But there is substantial dispersion 
around the average relationship.

2. “Efficient redistribution” policies can 
promote faster growth at the bottom 
at little cost higher up the 
distribution.
i. ECD

ii. Better teachers

iii. Cash transfers

iv. Rural infrastructure (e.g. roads, 
electricity)



Thank you.


